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3.1.8

as the river valley’s sloped physiography and forested landscapes adjacent to the navigation channel
proceeding south from Highway 401 have remained largely intact. The northern entrance of the Inner
Harbour near Belle Island provides a transition point between a predominantly natural environment of the
Cataraqui River to the north and a more urbanized, manicured landscape of the City to the south, east and
west. This is depicted on Drawings 3.11 to 3.16, which are a series of on-water photographs taken at
certain buoys marking the navigable channel within the EA study area. Drawings 3.11 to 3.13 show that as
boaters proceed from the Highway 401 crossing southward (roughly 4 km north of the Inner Harbour
entrance), the visible cattail portion of the Greater Cataraqui Marsh dominates the landscape at first, with
its shallow water and emergent aquatic plants, near continuous overhanging tree canopy and shrub
understory. The City’s urban landscape then becomes increasingly more visible in the background as
boaters pass through the visible cattails. At roughly 1 km north of the Inner Harbour entrance near Belle
Island, boaters enter an open vista, where more of the City’s urban landscape is in full view. Views further
south of Belle Island are blocked by the tree line along the northern portion of Belle Park and Belle Island

Landscape and Viewscape Conditions

As shown on Drawing 3.10, there is a series of paths and trails for active transportation in various states of
planned development within and adjacent to the EA study area. These include:
1.

An east-west route extending from the downtown, across the LaSalle Causeway, around RMC and
Fort Henry and continuing along Highway 2.

2.

A north-south route extending from the downtown-LaSalle Causeway along the west shoreline of
the Cataraqui River and continuing northwest through City Centre Business Park and north of John
Counter Boulevard and around Belle Park Fairways, ending north of John Counter Boulevard at
Weller Avenue.

3.

A north-south route extending through the Point St. Mark residential neighbourhood and along the
east shoreline of the Cataraqui River to and beyond Highway 401.

4.

as well as by the extension of the eastern shoreline whereon the Gore Road Library, Point St. Mark
residential neighbourhood and Rideau Marina are located. South of Belle Island, boaters then experience
the full view of the City’s Inner Harbour and downtown area.

Routes internal to Barriefield Village as well as the Grenadier Village and Greenwood Park
subdivisions east of Kingston Road 15.

The opposite is true as boaters proceed from the LaSalle Causeway roughly 2 km northward to the Inner
Harbour exit near Belle Island. Drawings 3.14 to 3.16 highlight such features as the City’s downtown,
Kingston Marina and Douglas Fluhrer Park on the west side of the Inner Harbour and the HMCS Cataraqui
Facility to east. Proceeding further northward, this then leads to more of the City’s urban landscape,
typified by the Woolen Mill heritage property and Emma Martin Park to the west and the Barriefield Village
Conservation District to the east. As boaters near Belle Island, a sense of the urban-to-natural landscape
transition begins, with Belle Island’s old oak grove to the west juxtaposed with views of CFB Kingston and
the Rideau Marina to the east-northeast. At the tip of Belle Island, boaters enter the open vista referenced
above, where more of the City’s urban landscape to the west (the Elliott Avenue Parkette, Village On The
River apartments and the River Park subdivision, for example) and east (the Rideau Marina and Point St.
Mark residential neighbourhood, for instance) is in full view. The visible cattail portion of the Greater
Cataraqui Marsh begins to emerge in the background.

There are also a series of commuter cycling lanes in various states of planned development within and
adjacent to the EA study area. These include:
1.

Routes along the main roads in the downtown area and extending north along Montreal Street up to
and beyond Highway 401 with east-west routes connecting to Montreal Street at John Counter
Boulevard and Benson Street-Dalton Avenue on the west side of the Cataraqui River.

2.

Routes extending from the downtown, across the LaSalle Causeway and continuing along Highway
2 and Kingston Road 15 on the east side of the Cataraqui River.

The current road network within and extending from the downtown on the west side of the Cataraqui River
and its connection with the LaSalle Causeway, Highway 2, and Kingston Road 15 on the east side of the
Cataraqui River play a major role in terms of system continuity and flows for both active travel and
commuter cycling modes. As noted earlier, the LaSalle Causeway-Highway 2 corridor is located at the
south end of the EA study area, while the Highway 401 crossing is located 6 km upstream. As a result, this
road network cannot provide shorter loops along and across the Cataraqui River in order to improve eastwest connections for active travel and commuter cycling modes.

In addition, as noted earlier, the inscribed property of the UNESCO World Heritage Site includes the
Rideau Canal National Historic Site as well as the Fort Henry and the Kingston fortifications (Fort Frederick
and the Murney, Shoal and Cathcart Martello Towers) National Historic Sites in the southern portion of the
EA study area. Drawing 3.17 is a photograph of the EA study area taken on the walkway leading from the
public parking lot to Fort Henry. It shows that views of the Inner Harbour are obscured in the background,
not only by distance but also by the CFB Kingston and RMC facilities in the foreground. The tree line along
the southern portion of Belle Park and Belle Island as well as the extension of the eastern shoreline
similarly blocks views of the remaining EA study area that extends further north to Highway 401.

In addition, there are two landscape character types within the EA study area. The lower Cataraqui section
of the Rideau Canal south from Highway 401 to the northern entrance of Kingston’s Inner Harbour near
Belle Island is a rare example of the waterway where the natural environment was not altered during canal
construction. Over the intervening 178 years, the extensive wetlands of the Great Cataraqui Marsh, as well
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3.2

2019, even at a simulated 9 percent public transit modal share by 2029, the LaSalle Causeway is
still projected to operate below the City’s target LOS D.

EA Alternative Solutions

This EA study involves an assessment of the potential positive and negative social, cultural, economic and
environmental impacts of the following alternative solutions:
1.

Retain the status quo or ‘do nothing’, which means that no facilities would be constructed to provide
additional transportation capacity across the Cataraqui River and the problem would remain and/or
an opportunity would not be addressed.

2.

Increase the capacity of the LaSalle Causeway.

3.

Increase the capacity of Highway 401 from Kingston Road 15 to Montreal Street.

4.

Implement a new crossing between the LaSalle Causeway and Highway 401 by either a tunnel or
bridge.

3.

Significantly increasing the modal shares for active transportation and public transit over-and-above
current and simulated projections would be very difficult to achieve within the next 15 to 20 years,
given the size of the City in relation to the major infrastructure investment and aggressive policy
approach that would be required.

Based on forecasted traffic modeling by AECOM in 2011 of the ‘Cataraqui River screenline’ to 2019,
retaining the status quo would cause a portion of the local traffic wanting to cross the Cataraqui River to
divert 6 km north to use the Highway 401 crossing, thereby leading to potential local-regional traffic
conflicts on Highway 401 as well as further out of way travel and additional delays. Traffic infiltration
through the adjacent road network could then also be expected to occur as drivers seek less congested
routes to reach their destinations. An estimation of the total vehicle-kilometres of travel (veh-km)14 by 2019
during the PM peak hour is summarized by area on Drawing 3.18.

3.2.1

Retain the Status Quo or ‘Do Nothing’
Thus, retaining the status quo would not address the EA Problem Statement for this EA study and is not
considered a viable alternative solution.

With an existing traffic volume in the order of 1,000 to 1,100 vehicles per hour in each direction during the
PM peak hour, the LaSalle Causeway-Highway 2 corridor is currently operating below the City’s target LOS
D, which is based on an average estimated capacity of 900 vehicles per hour, per lane. Based on
population and employment forecasts, the projected traffic volumes on the LaSalle Causeway, undertaken
during Stage 1 and Stage 2 of this EA study, are expected to increase. As a result of increased travel
demand, the current problems and deficiencies on the LaSalle Causeway-Highway 2 corridor are expected
to worsen in the future, if left unaddressed. By 2019, travel time delays during the PM peak hour are
expected increase by an average of 79 percent for eastbound traffic and 76 percent for westbound traffic.
Northbound travel time delays on Kingston Road 15 are expected to increase by 27 percent on average.

3.2.2

As highlighted earlier, studies predating this EA study concluded that potential improvements along the
LaSalle Causeway-Highway 2 corridor (channelization, signal timing and phasing, lane additions) and
optimizing public transit use could enhance operations along the corridor but would not be able to solely
address corridor deficiencies over the long-term. These studies also cautioned that expanding the capacity
of the LaSalle Causeway could result in increased traffic congestion in the downtown core unless major
changes to the surrounding intersections and street networks were effected.

Delays on the LaSalle Causeway-Highway 2 corridor would also continue to increasingly impact
emergency response agency resources in the core area when career staff from the downtown core stations
are required to be assigned to support the volunteer staff in the east side of the City in a timely manner.

Despite the above and as per the 2005 PPS, the need to maximize the use of existing infrastructure,
technology and sustainable transportation initiatives before consideration is given to developing new
infrastructure is duly noted. The 2011 HDR/iTrans report undertaken subsequent to Stage 1 of this EA
study also reaffirmed that existing conditions on the LaSalle-Causeway-Highway 2 corridor would continue
to negatively affect its LOS. The report outlines a preferred strategy to address existing and future
deficiencies along the corridor. It consists of the following improvements (listed in terms of greatest-toleast benefit):

In addition, focusing solely on active transportation (cycling and walking) and public transit, though
laudable, would not be able to address the entire capacity on the LaSalle Causeway over the immediate-tolong-term, based on the following current and projected conditions:
1.

The projected 2019 traffic congestion on the LaSalle Causeway takes into account the existing
modal shares for active transportation (14 percent) and public transit (5 percent).

2.

Though Kingston Transit expects the introduction of 2 new express bus routes serving the east and
west sides of the City to increase the modal share for public transit from 5 percent to 6 percent by

Increase the Capacity of the LaSalle Causeway

14

Vehicle-kilometre of travel is used to measure the relative change in overall usage of the roads within the
neighbourhoods. It is calculated based on the volume on each road multiplied by the length of the road.
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1.

Installing adaptive traffic controls15 on Highway 2 at Fort Henry Drive-Duty Drive and Kingston Road
1516.

2.

Installing a roundabout at the Highway 2-Kingston Road 15 intersection.

3.

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) programs at the employer and City-wide level to
provide vehicle trip reductions of 5 percent to 10 percent.

Table 3.4
Eastbound Travel Times on the LaSalle Causeway-Highway 2 Corridor (PM Peak Hour)
Scenario

EB Modelled
Travel Time
(Minutes)

2010 Existing

7.6

Improvement
From Existing
(Minutes)

Percent
Improvement
From Existing

LOS

E

4.

Installing a north-south road connection from Lance Street to Gore Road through CFB Kingston.

2020 Baseline
(No Changes)

13.0

-5.4

(72%)

F

5.

Optimizing traffic signal timing plans on Ontario Street and Highway 2, including the installation of
Global Positioning System (GPS) synchronization of the traffic signal control clocks to maintain
traffic signal coordination.

2020 Preferred Strategy
(Without the Roundabout)

6.2

1.4

19%

D

2020 Preferred Strategy
(With the Roundabout)

5.5

2.1

27%

D

17

6.

A 40 m eastbound left-turn lane extension on Highway 2 at Kingston Road 15 .

7.

Installing an eastbound right-turn lane at the Ontario Street-Barrack Street intersection.

8.

Optimizing traffic signal timing plans and increasing the cycle length on Kingston Road 15.

9.

Incorporating a transit queue jump lane on Highway 2 at Fort Henry Drive.

10.

Improving transit service through the proposed two new express bus routes serving the east and
west sides of the City.

The estimated cost of these improvements is roughly $1.2 million which could be distributed over a tenyear period as part of a phased implementation program. As such, by maximizing the use of existing and
committed infrastructure and using technology and sustainable transportation initiatives, these
improvements are considered viable short-to-medium term solutions. But it is also acknowledged that the
improvements may not be able to solely reduce congestion and accommodate future traffic volume
demand on the LaSalle Causeway-Highway 2 corridor over the long-term.
Thus, increasing the capacity of the LaSalle Causeway may not be able to solely address the EA Problem
Statement for this EA study over the long-term, but is considered a viable alternative solution in the shortto-medium term. Future monitoring of traffic conditions by the City would further confirm the viability of this
scenario.

These improvements were then modelled relative to current and projected eastbound travel times on the
LaSalle Causeway-Highway 2 corridor during the PM peak hour. As shown in Table 3.4 below, the report
concluded that the City’s target of LOS D on the corridor could be maintained until at least 2020 with the
implementation of the improvements.

3.2.3

Increase the Capacity of Highway 401

With an existing traffic volume during the PM peak hour of 1,260 vehicles per hour per lane for eastbound
travel and 1,252 vehicles per hour per lane for westbound travel, the Highway 401 crossing has ample
capacity to accommodate additional traffic (based on its current two-way capacity of about 6,000 vehicles
per hour given its current four-lane configuration). Its current widening from four to six lanes west of
Sydenham Road to west of Montreal Street means that the Highway 401 crossing will also be able to
handle even more traffic in the future.

15

Note an adaptive control system continually adjusts signal timings and cycle lengths by collecting traffic volume and
queuing data on every leg of the intersection. This allows the traffic signals to adapt to changing demand more
effectively than non-adaptive signals, thereby reducing queues and delays for all intersection users.
16
Note an adaptive control system was tested at the Ontario Street-Barrack Street intersection but did not result in
any reductions in travel delay and/or vehicle queuing.
17
Note the widening of Highway 2 to accommodate an extra lane (either for a through lane or an extended eastbound
left-turn lane) between Duty Drive and Kingston Road or dual eastbound left-turn lanes at Kingston Road 15 were also
considered. But the capital cost of the widening, combined with the property requirements and the impact on the
Barriefield Rock Cut required to accommodate it, outweighed the benefits. In addition, the dual eastbound left-turn
lane option would not be able to accommodate future vehicle queues and would also create unnecessary delay for
vehicles travelling outside of the peak hour periods.

However, two issues need to be considered. The first is that the primary function of Highway 401 is to
accommodate regional (or long distance) traffic. Traffic operations related to local traffic needs are
fundamentally different than regional traffic needs. These differences can result in compromised efficiency
and safety for both local and regional traffic. This is inconsistent with effective transportation engineering
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6.

practice. The second issue relates to the strong demand for trips crossing the Cataraqui River via the
LaSalle Causeway in both the southern and northern portions of the City’s urban limits. The Highway 401
crossing is 6 km north of the LaSalle Causeway. Diverting traffic to the Highway 401 crossing would lead
to further out of way travel and additional travel delays. As noted earlier, traffic infiltration through the
adjacent road network could then also be expected to occur as drivers seek less congested routes to reach
their destinations.

The six corridor areas were short-listed for further assessment, as discussed below, based on six TAC
meetings as well as specific consultations with senior staff at Parks Canada and CFB Kingston during
Stage 1 of this EA study. The short-listed corridors are Area 2 and Area 4, as shown on Drawing 3.20.

Thus, increasing the capacity of Highway 401 would not address the EA Problem Statement for this EA
study and is not considered a viable alternative solution.
3.2.4

.1

1.

Area 1 deals with the option to expand the LaSalle Causeway structure itself (as an additional
means to potentially increase the capacity of the LaSalle Causeway) and also shows a crossing link
via North Street on the west and James Street on the east (Option 1).

2.

Area 2 covers the Inner Harbour area and shows a crossing link via Russell Street on the west and
Craftsman Boulevard on the east (Option 2).

3.

Area 3 deals with the Belle Island area and shows a crossing link from Belle Island on the west to
Craftsman Boulevard on the east (Option 3).

4.

Area 4, which focuses on the area between Belle Island and the visible cattail portion of the Greater
Cataraqui Marsh, shows two crossing links. Option 4A shows a crossing from John Counter
Boulevard on the west to Gore Road on the east. This is in response to the City’s Official Plan
which, as based on the 2004 KTMP, cites a 2-lane bridge crossing as a ‘future major road
extension’, subject to the outcome of an EA study. Option 4B also extends from John Counter
Boulevard on the west but connects to Kingston Road 15 on the east further north of Gore Road.
This option responds to the potential impacts a bridge crossing could have on both the Point St.
Mark residential neighbourhood south of Gore Road and the Gore Road Library at the northwest
corner of Gore Road and Kingston Road 15.

5.

Area 1

Area 1 was not short-listed for the following main reasons:

Implement a New Bridge Crossing

As shown on Drawing 3.19, for the purposes of evaluating the feasibility of implementing a new bridge
crossing across the Cataraqui River, the EA study area was subdivided into six corridor areas and crossing
alignment options were developed based on potential connections to existing infrastructure. The corridor
areas and potential links are as follows:
1.

Area 6 deals with the option to expand the Highway 401 crossing by a parallel, but separate,
crossing for local traffic (as an additional means to potentially increase the capacity of the Highway
401 crossing area).

Despite the proximity to Bay Street as part of the proposed Wellington Street Extension on the west
side of the Cataraqui River, both the James Street-North Street alignment and the LaSalle
Causeway expansion options could impact the fourteen registered shipwrecks that rest in the
southern portion of the Inner Harbour and the other significant archaeological resources that are
present representing Pre-Contact First Nations, French and British Military Periods (especially at
Fort Frontenac, RMC and Fort Henry) and the subsequent Euro-Canadian urbanization of the City.

Area 5, which covers the visible cattail portion of the Greater Cataraqui Marsh, also shows 2
crossing links. Option 5A shows a crossing from Weller Avenue on the west to Kingston Road 15
on the east. Option 5B shows a crossing from Sutherland Drive on the west to Kingston Road 15
on the east.

2.

Widening the Bascule Lift Bridge portion of the LaSalle Causeway is not considered a practical
option. The fill and additional loads from the expanded structure could overstress the clay and
organic soils in the ‘bedrock valley’ within the Cataraqui River and cause differential settlement
patterns between the existing structure and the expanded structure.

3.

Though Area 1 is part of the City’s ‘urban landscape’ (south of the Inner Harbour exit near Belle
Island), this portion of the EA study area contains most of the identified heritage sites and protected
viewscapes. In particular, the James Street-North Street alignment option would increase traffic in
the Barriefield Village Heritage Conservation District area and would require a high navigable
clearance to accommodate watercraft in the Inner Harbour, resulting in significant visual impacts.

4.

It should also be noted that while Area 1 is south of the Greater Cataraqui Marsh wetland, both the
James Street-North Street alignment and the LaSalle Causeway expansion options could impact
aquatic resources and species at risk, for which mitigation measures would be required. Additional
mitigation measures would also be required for the identified provincially significant woodlands on
the eastern shoreline that could be impacted by the James Street-North Street alignment.

5.

Both options could further encounter contaminated sediments within the Inner Harbour and
contaminated soil and groundwater conditions on the western shore as this area was more heavily
industrialized than other portions of the EA study area.
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